Genome and transcript sequences are composed of long strings of nucleotide monomers (A, C, G and T/U) that require different quantities of nitrogen atoms for biosynthesis. Here it is shown that plants that require more nitrogen for photosynthesis use nucleotides with fewer nitrogen atoms in both genome and transcript sequences. These findings reveal that plant GC content, codon use, and gene sequence evolution are driven by photosynthetic nitrogen demand.
resources, nitrogen is scarcer and as such plant growth rate is nitrogen limited in both natural and agricultural environments [1] [2] [3] . This limitation in growth is caused by the fact that synthesis of proteins required for photosynthetic carbon assimilation needs a substantial nitrogen investment 4 .
Thus, the rate of macromolecule biosynthesis (and hence growth) in plants is predominantly limited by nitrogen availability.
Photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency is the amount of carbon that can be fixed per unit of nitrogen invested by the plant. Multiple disparate anatomical, physiological and molecular factors contribute to variation in photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency such that there is a large variation between different plant species 5 . For example, plants that use the C 4 photosynthetic pathway exhibit higher nitrogen use efficiency when compare to plants that use C 3 photosynthesis. The cohort of changes that facilitated C 4 evolution enabled plants to reduce resource allocation to protein synthesis without causing a corresponding reduction in photosynthetic rate 6 . Thus, C 4 plants can achieve ~50% higher rates of photosynthesis than C 3 plants given the same input resources 7 .
While the sequence and abundance of proteins within a cell are functionally constrained, it is possible to encode the same polypeptide using multiple different nucleotide sequences. This redundancy in the genetic code means that the biosynthesis cost of transcripts can vary such that it is possible to reduce the allocation of cellular resources to transcript sequences without altering protein sequence or function 8 . This reduction in resource allocation is possible because nucleotide monomers (A, C, G and T/U) differ in their biosynthesis requirements, with different nucleotides requiring different quantities of nitrogen atoms for their construction. Adenine and guanine require 5 nitrogen atoms for their biosynthesis, cytosine requires 3, and thyamine/uracil only require 2. It was thus hypothesised that variation in photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency between plant species would result in a selection-driven effect on the nitrogen content of plant gene sequences.
Specifically, plants that require increased quantities of nitrogen to fix CO 2 would have less nitrogen available for other macromolecules in the cell and thus experience stronger selection to minimise nitrogen allocation to transcript sequences. To test this hypothesis, an analysis of molecular sequence evolution was conducted for 11 plant species for which both whole genome sequences and accurate photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiencies 5 were available. This set of species included 3 both C 3 and C 4 grasses, as well as C 3 herbs and trees ( Fig. 1a , Supplementary Table S1 , Supplemental File S1).
For each species, the strength of selection acting on transcript biosynthesis cost [S c ] was inferred
for the complete set of open reading frames in the respective genome using the SK model 9 implemented using CodonMuSe 8 . Consistent with the hypothesis, those species that required more nitrogen to conduct photosynthesis exhibited stronger selection (more negative selection coefficient) to minimise the nitrogen biosynthesis cost of transcript sequences (R 2 = 0.62, p < 0.001, Fig. 1b ). Because the biosynthesis cost of DNA sequences also varies (AT pairs require 7 and GC pairs require 8 nitrogen atoms), it was further hypothesised that those species that required more nitrogen to conduct photosynthesis would exhibit a stronger genome-wide mutation bias towards AT base pairs. Consistent with the hypothesis, those species that required more nitrogen to conduct photosynthesis had lower genome-wide GC content and thus invested less nitrogen in their genome sequences (R 2 = 0.58, p < 0.001, Fig. 1c ). This mutation-driven phenomenon was also apparent from the analysis of coding sequences, where mutation bias towards AT was stronger in species that had lower photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiencies (R 2 = 0.65, p < 0.001, Fig. 1d ). Moreover, when mutation bias and selection acting on transcript biosynthesis cost are considered together, they are sufficient to explain ~90% of variance in genome-wide patterns of synonymous codon use in plants (Supplemental Table 1 
, Supplemental
File S2). Therefore, the photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency of a plant is the major determinant of genome-wide GC content and of biased patterns of synonymous codon use.
Given the findings above it was postulated that variance in photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency between species would result in a global positive correlation between mutation bias and selection acting on transcript biosynthesis cost across all plant species. To investigate this, the complete set of angiosperm genomes on Phytozome were subject to the same molecular evolution analysis as above. Consistent with the hypothesis, those species that exhibited stronger selection acting on transcript biosynthesis cost also exhibited lower genome-wide GC content (R 2 = 0.69, Fig. 1e , Supplemental Table 1 ). Thus, although detailed photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency estimates are not available for these species, variance in selection acting on the biosynthesis cost of 4 transcript sequences and the associated variance in the mutation bias of gene and genome sequences are consistent with molecular sequence evolution being driven by photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency.
Given that the strength of selection acting on transcript biosynthesis cost has been shown to constrain the rates of molecular evolution of genes in bacteria 8 , it was investigated whether the same effect was observed in plant genomes. Here the strength of selection acting on biosynthesis cost of transcript sequences was compared to the rate of synonymous substation (K s ) for the same genes. This revealed that plant genes that experienced stronger selection for minimisation of biosynthesis cost evolved more slowly than genes that experience weaker selection (Fig 1f) .
Moreover, variance in the strength of selection acting on the biosynthesis cost of transcript sequences explains ~30% of variation in molecular evolution rate between genes in plants ( Fig.   1f ). Thus, the tempo of the plant molecular clock is in part set by photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency.
Collectively, these findings provide significant new insight into the relationship between metabolism, the environment and molecular evolution in plants. They are also compatible with previous reports that revealed that wild plants contained less nitrogen in their DNA when compared to domesticated relatives that had been supplemented with nitrogen fertiliser for thousands for years 10 . The new findings presented here have significant implications for our understanding of the past, present and future of plant evolution. First, the tempo of the plant molecular clock is set by photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency such that plants with higher efficiency accumulate substitutions faster than those with lower efficiency. Thus, estimates of divergence time from molecular sequence data are dependent on past photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency. Second, speciation and extinction rates in plants are a function of molecular substitution rate, such that lineages with higher rates of molecular substitution have higher rates of speciation and extinction 11 . Therefore, plants with enhanced photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency, and thus with higher rates of molecular evolution, will have higher rates of speciation and extinction. As a corollary, evolutionary adaptations that increase photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency will also increase rates of speciation and extinction. Therefore, this phenomenon provides a simple mechanistic 5 explanation for the increase in rates of speciation that are concomitant with the evolution of C 4 photosynthesis 12 and the associated increase in photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency. Finally, increases in atmospheric CO 2 concentration cause corresponding increases in photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency in plants by reducing photorespiration and causing a corresponding reduction in the investment of cellular resources in photosynthesis protein production 13 . Thus, anticipated future increase in atmospheric CO 2 concentration will lead to an increase in the rate of plant mutation, speciation and extinction, independent of any effects due to habitat destruction or changes in land use.
Methods

Data sources
The genome sequence and corresponding set of representative gene models for each species were downloaded from Phytozome 14 . The Helianthus annuus genome was obtained from 15 .
Photosynthetic measurements and leaf nitrogen measurements were obtained from 5 .
Inference of selection acting on codon usage bias
To obtain the number of tRNA genes in each genome, tRNAscan 9 Table S1 ).
Inference of molecular evolution rates
To identify orthologous gene pairs between each species pair the complete set of representative protein sequences for each species were subject to ortholog inference using OrthoFinder 16 .
Orthologues for each species pair were subject to multiple sequence alignment using MAFFT using the L-LNS-i algorithm 17 . The resulting protein sequence alignments were rethreaded with their corresponding coding sequences and subject to molecular rate analysis using KaKs calculator 18 using the default settings. 
